Taken up by William Huchens of Bradford a white Ram
going at Large on the on the 14th of October 1741 he having
no horns and marked with a hole in the Righ Ear and
half peney in Each Side of the Same Ear and is Crcked
on the Rump and on the back Side of his Neck
Taken up by Eldad Cheney of Bradford two white Rams going
at Large October 15 1741 and are marked the one
with a Crop of the Left Ear and a half peney in the
under Side of the Right Ear the other marked with
a Swallows tale in the Right Ear and a half peney in the
under Side of the Same and a noch in the uperside
of the Same Ear
Newbury September the 17th: 1741
We the Subcribers being a pinted by Newbury and Bradford
to prablate the Line between Newbury and Bradford the bound[s]
are as follloweth first bounds at Merrimake River a Stake
heap of Stones at hige water mark the Second a heap of Stone
about fifty or Sixty Rods from the River the third bounds a flat
Stone to the South of Bradford Road the fourth bounds a Red Oke
Standing by a white oke the fifth bound a heap of Stones at
Six feet Northrly from a Stump the sixth bound a heap of
about five feet Eastarly from a black oke tree the Eighth
a heap of Stones by a Stomp the Ninth bound a heap of Stones
by a Stomp the tenth bound a heap of Stones by a tre the
bound a Ellm tree marked with N on the weastardly Side the
bound a Rock in Mr Marchs Stone wall the thirtenth bounds a
of Stones by a Stomp Suthardly of a Swamp the fortenth bound
Large white oke tree marked with N on both Sides the fifteenth
a Large Red oke on a Ledge of Rocks the Sixteenth bounds
and heap of Stones Southardly of a beaver brook Seventeenth
a Large white oke tree marked with N and b: the Eighteenth
a white oke tree bettween Newbery Rowley and Bradford
Marked N R and B
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